CASC
-attributes for parallel semantics -dense dynamic multidimensional arrays and complex numbers -bindings for f77/f90 and "special" languages (e.g., Yorick) -small and easy-to-modify IDL for research purposes -rich inheritance model (Java-like interfaces and classes) -high performance for same address-space method invocations 17 CASC SIDL provides language interoperability for scientific components l SIDL is a "scientific" interface definition language -we modified industry IDL technology for the scientific domain -SIDL describes calling interfaces (e.g., CCA specification) -our tools automatically generate code to "glue languages" 
CASC
We are developing a web-based architecture to simplify access by scientists and tools l Scientists and library developers must have easy access to our technology; otherwise, they simply will not use it -techniques to manage large-scale application complexity -language interoperability and easier plug-and-play -leverage technology, not re-invent the wheel -bridges to interoperate with industry software (e.g., SOAP) l However, capabilities come at a price -ties scientists to using component technology tools -steep learning curve (needs to become part of culture) -different paradigm for developing scientific applications
